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An Approach to the Specification and Verification of a Hardware Compilation Scheme Jonathan P. Bowen ([email protected]) South Bank University, Centre for Applied Formal Methods, School of Computing, Information Systems and Mathematics, Borough Road, London SE1 0AA, UK



He Jifeng ([email protected]) The United Nations University, International Institute for Software Technology, PO Box 3058, Macau Abstract. The use of Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) to rapidly produce custom hardware circuits using a completely software-based process is becoming increasingly widespread. Specialized Hardware Description Languages (HDL) are used to describe and develop the required circuits. In this paper, we advocate using an even more general purpose programming language, based on Occam, for the automatic compilation of high-level programs to low-level circuits. The parallel constructs of Occam can map directly to hardware as conveniently as to software, with potentially dramatic speed-up of highly parallel algorithms. We demonstrate that the compilation process can be verified using algebraic refinement laws, increasing the confidence in its correctness. Verification is particularly important in high-integrity systems where safety or security is paramount. A prototype compiler has also been produced very directly from the theorems using the logic programming language Prolog. Keywords: digital systems, formal specification, hardware compilation, parallel programming, programmable hardware, refinement, verification Abbreviations: HDL – Hardware Description Language FPGA – Field Programmable Gate Array VLSI – Very Large-Scale Integration



1. Background Developments in VLSI technology have made it possible to speed up task-specific software systems by implementing at least some of its modest-size core procedures in hardware circuits. While such practices are increasingly enticing and promising, it remains to be a daunting task to show that a target VLSI device, with size reaching one million transistors, does comply with a given source algorithm. This paper aims to bridge this gap by presenting a selection of transformation rules that converts a program which fulfills the logical specification of a circuit into a digital VLSI device [19]. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) which can be dynamically reconfigured by software may be used for implementation. This enables the building of hardware c 2000 Kluwer Academic Publishers. Printed in the Netherlands. 
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implementations for moderate-sized programs entirely by a software process. A significant feature of such hardware implementation is that a global clock is present to synchronize the activity of sub-components, i.e., update on latches can only take place at the end of each clock cycle. A high-level parallel programming language (such as Occam [26], for example) can be regarded in this context as a behavioural specification language for hardware devices, capable of being compiled directly into circuits [27]. An Occam-like program, together with its observation semantics, provides the abstract definition of what a hardware circuit should achieve, by means of the proper connection of its components such as latches and gates. Such an approach when automated has been dubbed ‘hardware compilation’ [6, 30]. A major advantage of Occam in this context is the inclusion of high-level parallel constructs that can map naturally to parallel hardware. Occam’s well-studied algebraic laws [26] also aid considerably in the verification of such a mapping. A Hardware Description Language (HDL, e.g., Verilog and VHDL [7, 9]), provides a way to express formally and symbolically the constituent components of a hardware circuit and their interconnections. A hardware description of a VLSI device can be checked against the silicon layout supplied by the designer, and it can also be used as an input to simulators. Hardware description languages are widely used in many computer-aided systems, allowing libraries of standard checked hardware modules to be assembled. The combination of all these techniques removes many errors from a silicon product, once the hardware description of a device has been constructed. In this paper a simple description language for globally clocked circuits will be given an observation-oriented semantics based on the states of the wires of a device. Algebraic laws [26] based on this semantics permit every circuit description to be expressed in a hardware normal form. This form is designed to guarantee absence of such errors as combinational cycles and conflicts. The necessary link with the higher abstraction level of the programming language is provided by an interpreter written in the programming language itself. A hardware normal form is a correct representation of a source program if its interpretation yields as good a result or a ‘better’ result than that described by the source program itself with respect to some refinement ordering. In this context, ‘better’ means more deterministic or applicable in more situations, for example. This is proved directly for each of the primitive components of the source language; and then a series of theorems show how the hardware form of a composite program can be constructed from the hardware which implements its components. Each theorem has the form of a
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transformation rule, which can be used directly or indirectly in the design of an automatic compiler. In this way we hope to demonstrate that by its very method of construction the compiler is correct. The hardware normal form is fairly close to the typical notation of a hardware ‘netlist’ language. This second level of translation is not the subject of this paper. This work builds upon results published in [6, 17, 25]. In particular, there is a strong relationship between our method and that used in software compilation [13]. However, our method handles parallel composition and preserves true concurrency in the implementations. Additionally, a simple FPGA description language is introduced to mimic the behaviour of a synchronous circuit, which can also be defined in the same semantical model used for the source language. Page has developed a compiler in the functional language SML which converts an Occam-like language, somewhat more expressive than the one presented here, to a netlist [25]. After further processing by vendor software the netlist can be loaded into Xilinx FPGA chips [31]. However, the algebraic approach in this paper offers the significant advantages of providing a provably correct compiling method, and it is also expected to support a wide range of design optimization strategies. Alternative approaches to digital hardware verification are available. For example, Milne’s Circal (CIRcuit CALculus) process algebra and system allows the specification and automatic verification of concurrent systems, including hardware circuits [10, 23]. Circal, like the delayinsensitive approaches above, can handle asynchronous hardware [28]. Our approach is aimed at synchronous (clocked) circuits since existing FPGAs (including Xilinx) use clocked circuitry. Asynchronous hardware has the advantage of less power consumption in general because circuits need only be activated when computation is required, whereas clocked circuits consume power at every clock cycle. Most digital electronic circuitry only consumes significant power when switching occurs; in the stable state (‘on’ or ‘off’) virtually no power is required. Clocked circuits can suffer from ‘clock skew’ problems which slow the potential clock speed, especially in larger circuits across several chips. However, asynchronous circuits require considerable extra circuitry for hand-shaking (typically about double the area of an equivalent synchronous circuit) and can be more difficult to test. Thus many engineers prefer synchronous circuits, and in practice many existing digital chips depend on a clock. Our approach is targeted at synchronous (specifically FPGA) circuits. In the future asynchronous FPGA may become available as the practical interest in asynchronous circuits increases.
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In general, verification efforts seek to check the correctness of a system in a post hoc manner and on an individual basis. Our approach seeks to be more generic; we wish to produce correct hardware by construction by proving that the method of construction is correct once for all the features required in the language. Most verification approaches must check the implementation against the specification each time a new specification and matching implementation are produced. In our approach, any set of connected hardware components produced via the verified compilation scheme is correct with respect to the original high-level (Occam-like) program description from which it has been compiled. Esterel [2] is a language for programming reactive systems and a compiler which translates programs into finite-state automata. The compiler can be used to generate a hardware or software implementation in the form of a netlist of gates or C code with extensive optimization. As such, the approach is similar to ours, although we have concentrated on proving the correctness of the compilation scheme for each language construct. There is also a growing interest in the problem of combined hardware/software co-design [12, 29]; see for example the POLIS system based around Finite State Machines, developed and used at UC Berkeley and elsewhere [1]. We have considered software and hardware compilation separately, but each in a similar manner with regard to the proof strategy. In the future it may be possible to combine the two compilation strategies. A major difficulty is choosing an efficient balance and interface between the software and hardware parts of an implementation. Normally this is a question of engineering judgement and automation is difficult; however automated support for an engineer may be a more feasible and useful route in practice. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly introduces the high-level programming language used. In Section 3 we investigate the observations of synchronous circuit together with a set of algebraic laws used to calculate and transform hardware devices. The concept of hardware normal form is introduced there, and an interpreter is built to simulate the behaviour of such circuits. Section 4 illustrates how to convert sequential programs into hardware. Section 5 presents a set of compilation scheme theorems for communicating processes. Finally, some conclusions are drawn.
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2. Programming Language This paper uses an Occam-like language, which has the benefit of an elegant set of associated algebraic laws [26]. A selection of constructs in the language will be presented. Further constructs can be found in [5]. Facilities of assignment, sequential composition, conditional, iteration, input and output communication, alternation, and timing operators have been specified. In order to model the behaviour of a clocked circuit we include generalized assignment (v :∈ (v 0 = e)) in the reasoning language, which allows the convenient manipulation of non-determinism. Let R(v , v 0 ) be a predicate relating the final value v 0 of the program variable v to its initial value v . For simplicity we assume that R is feasible, i.e. ∀ v ∃ v 0 • R. The notation v :∈ R represents a generalized assignment which assigns v a value such that the post-condition R holds at its termination. As an example, the following algebraic laws explore the relation between the ordinary assignment statements with the generalized ones: Law v := e = v :∈ (v 0 = e) Law (x := e; y := f ) = x , y :∈ ((x 0 = e) & (y 0 = f [x 0 /x ])).



3. Synchronous Circuits A digital circuit has one or more input and output wires connected to its environment. Its behaviour is usually described by a predicate on the values of these wires. There are only two stable values for a wire: either 0 standing for connection to the ground, or 1 standing for the presence of electrical potential. A synchronous circuit is equipped with a global clock which runs slow enough such that all the inputs of the circuit can become stable before being latched at the end of each clock cycle. In the rest of this paper, the unspecified duration of each cycle is taken as the unit of time. 3.1. Digital Elements Let W be a Boolean expression, and w be a wire name not used in the expression W . The notation w .Comb(W ) describes a combinational circuit where the value of the output wire w is defined by the value of W . This relationship cannot be guaranteed at all times, but only at regular intervals, at the end of each clock cycle. Let wt and Wt
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x ........



Figure 1. A latch: x .Latch(B , E )



represent the values at time t of w and W respectively. The behaviour of the combinational circuit w .Comb(W ) is described by a predicate def



w .Comb(W ) = ∀ t • (wt = Wt ), where the range of t is here and later restricted to the natural numbers. This means that observations can be made at discrete intervals. Another hardware component is the Delay element l .Delay(L), where on each clock cycle, the voltage of its output wire l is the same as the value of the Boolean expression on the previous clock cycle, and initially the value of l is 0: def



l .Delay(L) = (l0 = 0 ∧ ∀ t • (lt+1 = Lt )) A latch x .Latch(B , E ) (see Figure 1) is a variation of the Delay element. Here, the value of the output wire x is changed on those clock cycles when the Boolean condition B is true; and then the value of E is taken as the new value of x . Otherwise the value of x remains unchanged. def



x .Latch(B , E ) = ∀ t • (xt+1 = (Et  Bt  xt )) 3.2. Input and Output Let D be a Boolean expression and d a wire name not mentioned in D. We use the notation d .Out(D) to stand for the combinational circuit d .Comb(D) where the output wire d is used to connect the circuit with its environment. We use the notation c.In to represent an input wire c whose value is solely decided by the environment. As a result, the wire c cannot be used as output of any hardware components of the circuit. Since the values of input wires are arbitrary; the behaviour of c.In is described by the non-deterministic assignment def



c.In = ∀ t • (ct = 0 ∨ ct = 1)
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Figure 2. A shift register: x1 .Delay(x0 ) & x2 .Delay(x1 ) & · · · & xn .Delay(xn−1 )



Obviously we have c.In = true. In the following we will use InWire(C ) and OutWire(C ) to represent the sets of input wires and output wires of the circuit C respectively. 3.3. Composite Design To assemble hardware components to form a network, both parallel composition of components and hiding of internal wires are desirable. A pair of synchronous circuit devices (C 1, C 2) with distinct output wires can be assembled by connecting output wires of each of the devices C 1 and C 2 to like-named input wires of the other device, making sure that any cycle of connection is cut by a latch. Since the value observed on the input end of a wire is the same as that produced on the output end, the combinational behaviour of an assembly of hardware can then be described by the conjunction of the description predicates of its individual components, C 1 & C 2. Example 1 (Shift register) A shift register can be described as a composition of a sequence of delay elements each of which has the output of its predecessor as its input (see Figure 2), where delivery of the value of the input wire x0 to the output wire xn takes n clock cycles. Clearly the ordering in which we assemble a set of hardware components is irrelevant. Law 1.



C 1 & C 2 = C 2 & C 1.



Law 2.



(C 1 & C 2) & C 3 = C 1 & (C 2 & C 3).



To explain hiding, let w be a wire used in a circuit C connecting its components. If the environment has no concern with the value of such a wire, we can apply the hiding operator to conceal its value completely: ∃w : C The hiding operator obeys the following law: Law 3. ∃ w : (C 1 & C 2) = (∃ w : C 1) & C 2 if the wire w is not used in C 2.
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The following laws can be employed to simplify the description of circuitry associated with latches by removing extraneous combinational gates: Law 4.



x .Latch(B , E ) = x .Latch(B , B ∧E ) = x .Latch(B , B ⇒ E ).



Law 5. If [B 1 ∧ B 2 = 0], then x .Latch(B 1, E 1) = x .Latch((B 1 ∨ B 2), (B 1 ∧ E 1 ∨ B 2 ∧ x )). 3.4. Hardware Normal Form Let w be a list of wire names and W a list of Boolean expressions of the same length as w . We will use the notation w .Comb(W ) to represent the network of combinational circuits w1 .Comb(W1 ) & . . . & w#w .Comb(W#W ) where #w is the length of the list w . Later we will adopt the same convention for the network of Delay elements and latches. Let B and E be lists of Boolean expressions with the same length as the list x of latch names. For notational simplicity, we use the notation E B x to stand for the list of conditionals {(E1  B1  x1 ), . . . , (E#x  B#x  x#x )} Let c be a list of input wire names, and d a list of output wire names. Let x be a list of latch names, l a list of Delay names, and w a list of combinational gate names. The circuit 



def



C (s, f ) = ∃ l1 , . . . l#l , w1 , . . . w#w



l .Delay(L)  & w .Comb(W )    & x .Latch(B , E ) :   & c.In   & d .Out(D) & f .Delay(F )



        



is a network where − s is an input wire from which an impulse given by the environment triggers the circuit.
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− f is an output wire to which an output generated by the circuit signals the end of its operation.



Definition (Normal Form) The circuit C (s, f ) is a hardware normal form if it satisfies the following conditions (NF-1) : The output wire f is not used as an input of any hardware components of the network. (NF-2) : All the latches xi .Latch(Bi , Ei ) have Ei = (Bi & Ei ). (NF-3) : None of the Boolean expressions L, W , D, B and F is true in the case when all wires l , w and s have the value 0. The first condition states that the wire f acts only as a link between the circuit C with its environment. From the law 6 we know that the condition NF-2 is not a serious restriction. The condition NF-3 characterizes a specific kind of synchronous circuits where only the rising edges of the control signals are used to stimulate their activities. 3.5. Multiplexer When circuits resulting from software translation are put together, we need some method of allowing them to share their latches, input wires and output wires. Let Ci (i = 1, 2) be a network def



Ci = ∃ v i : ( w i .Comb(Wi ) & l i .Delay(Li ) & x i .Latch(B i , E i ) & c i .In & d i .Out(D i ) ) where v i ⊆ (w i ∪ l i ). Assume that C1 and C2 do not share wire names except latches, input and output devices, and also avoid combinational cycles. The notation Merge(C1 , C2 ) represents a network produced by using multiplexers to merge the like-named latches and output devices in C1 and C2 , namely − If x .Latch(B1 , E1 ) and x .Latch(B2 , E2 ) are used in C1 and C2 separately, then the combined network Merge(C1 , C2 ) will contain the latch x .Latch(B1 ∨ B2 , E1 ∨ E2 ); − If C1 and C2 contain the output devices d .Out(D1 ) and d .Out(D2 ), then the network Merge(C1 , C2 ) includes d .Out(D1 ∨ D2 ) as an output device.
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In general, the circuit Merge(C1 , C2 ) is defined by 







w 1 .Comb(W 1 )  & w .Comb(W )    2 2   def   & l 1 .Delay(L1 ) Merge(C1 , C2 ) = ∃ v 1 , v 2 :    & l 2 .Delay(L2 )     & x .Latch(B , E )  & c.In& d .Out(D) where {x .Latch(B1 , E1 ) | x ∈ x 1 \ x 2 } def x .Latch(B , E ) = & {x .Latch((B1 ∨B2 ), (E1 ∨E2 )) | x ∈ x 1 ∩ x 2 } & {x .Latch(B2 , E2 ) | x ∈ x 2 \ x 1 } and c represents the union of c 1 and c 2 , and {d .Out(D1 ) | d ∈ d 1 \ d 2 } def d .Out(D) = & {d .Out(D1 ∨ D2 ) | d ∈ d 1 ∩ d 2 } & {d .Out(D2 ) | d ∈ d 2 \ d 1 } From the above definition, it is easy to prove the following laws: Law 6.



Merge(C1 , C2 ) = Merge(C2 , C1 )



Law 7. Merge(C1 , Merge(C2 , C3 )) = Merge(Merge(C1 , C2 ), C3 ). These two laws allow us to treat Merge as a unary operator with a set of networks as its argument. 3.6. Interpreter The normal form C (s, f ) described in the previous section starts its operation after being triggered by an input signal from the wire s. Initially, all its Delay elements are reset to 0 (fortunately a feature of latches in many FPGAs, including those from Xilinx), and the combinational components enter their stable states immediately afterward. The initialization phase of C (s, f ) can thus be described by a generalized assignment Init (standing for initialization): def



Init = s, l , w , c, d , f :∈ (s 0 = 1) & (l 0 = 0) & (w 0 = W 0 ) & (d 0 = D 0 ) & (f 0 = 0) We do not make any assumptions about the values of x 0 latches holding variable state information at initialization above, although many FPGAs would ensure that these are reset to 0 as well as the Delay elements. Since the input wires c are included in the left hand side of
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the above assignment, the execution of this statement ensures that the unpredictable input values of c have been taken into account in setting up the initial state of the wires in C (s, f ). The activity of the normal form C (s, f ) over one clock cycle is simply described by a delay statement together with a generalized assignment: def



Step = busy 1 ; (s, l , w , x , c, d , f :∈ (s 0 = 0) & (l 0 = L) & (w 0 = W 0 ) & (x 0 = E  B  x ) & (d 0 = D 0 ) & (f 0 = F )) where − The delay statement busy 1 behaves like skip except that its execution takes one clock cycle. − The generalized assignment describes the change on the output wires of C (s, f ) and the input wire c at the end of the cycle. It resets the input wire s to 0 to model the behaviour of the environment which guarantees never sending another impulse to the wire s when C (s, f ) is in operation. The operation phase of the network C can then be modelled by the iteration while ¬f do Step. The circuit C signals the completion of its operation by sending an output impulse to the wire f . In order to cease the activity of C , as specified in condition NF-3 of the normal form, it is required that all the values of the wires w and l all become 0 at the time when the voltage of f is rising. Such a requirement can be represented by an assertion Final (standing for finalization): def



Final = (¬w & ¬l )⊥ When both l and w are empty lists of wires we end with Final = (true)⊥ = skip. In summary the behaviour of the normal form C (s, f ) can be described by the following interpreter: def



hs, C , f i = var s, f , l , w ; Init while ¬f do Step ; Final ; end s, f , l , w C (s, f ) is a correct implementation of a program P if
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P v hs, C , f i In what follows we will only deal with hardware normal forms. The remainder of the paper demonstrates how to transform an Occam-like program into a hardware normal form.



4. Sequential Programs This section investigates a subset of programming language where no communication is involved. We deal with communicating processes in the next section. It is clear that the process ⊥ can be implemented by any circuit since its behaviour is totally unpredictable. Theorem 1



(Chaotic Process)



⊥ v hs, C , f i Let b be a Boolean expression. The assignment (∆ 1; x := b) assigns the value of b to x , and terminates after at most one time unit. The target circuit of x := b is shown in Theorem 2. Since the expression b evaluates within one clock cycle, the control circuitry should cause the data register x to load the value of b at the end of the clock period in which the start signal on the wire s is present. Here we assume that the alphabet of the assignment does not contain any channel name. The assignment with channels will be examined in the next section. Theorem 2



(Assignment) 



(∆1; x := b) v hs,



x .Latch(s, s ∧ b) & f .Delay(s)







, fi



Proof. We demonstrate the algebraic style of proof used for verifying theorems in Figure 3. The simplest compositional construct is sequential composition, the implementation of which is shown in Theorem 3. The start pulse on the input wire s triggers the first component. On its termination, the first component will trigger its successor by sending a pulse to the wire h. The composite system terminates when the finish signal along the wire f is generated. In addition, the multiplexers are installed to merge those latches used to represent program variables.
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RHS = {definition ofhs, C , f i} var s, f ; s, f :∈ (s 0 = 1) & (f 0 = 0); while ¬ f do (busy 1; (s, x , f :∈ (s 0 = 0) & (x 0 = b) & (f 0 = s))) ; end s, f = {(v :∈ v 0 = e) = (v := e)} var s, f ; s, f := 1, 0; while ¬ f do (busy 1; (s, x , f := 0, b, s)) ; end s, f = {unfolding loop: while b do p = (p ; (while b do p))  b  skip} var s, f ; s, f := 1, 0; ((busy 1); (s, x , f := 0, b, s); while ¬ f do (busy 1; (s, x , f := 0, b, s))) 6 f  skip ; end s, f = {distributing an assignment over conditional: (x := e); (p  b  q) = (x := e; p)  b[e/x ]  (x := e; q) and eliminating conditional: (p  false  q) = q } var s, f ; s, f := 1, 0; ((busy 1); (s, x , f := 0, b, s); end s, f = {reducing the scope of local variables and merging assignments} var s, f ; s, f := 0, 1; end s, f ; (busy 1); x := b w {(busy 1 w ∆ 1), and (var v ; v := e; end v ) = skip} LHS Figure 3. Proof of Theorem 2 (Assignment)



Theorem 3



(Sequence)



If ({s} ∪ l 1 ∪ w 1) ∩ ({f } ∪ l 2 ∪ w 2) = ∅, then hs, C1 , hi ; hh, C2 , f i v hs, ∃ h : Merge(C1 , C2 ), f i Theorem 4 for conditional statements and Theorem 5 for iteration may be found in [5]. In the target circuit of a conditional, the incoming start pulse is steered to one of two controlled components, depending on the value of a Boolean expression. Like the sequential statement, the data latches used by two components of the conditional are merged. In the implementation of the loop construct, the control pulse (either recirculated on an intermediate finish wire, or the initial one on the start wire of the construct) is directed back to the controlled statement via an intermediate start wire or to the final finish wire of the construct, again depending on the current value of a Boolean expression.
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5. Parallel Communicating Processes This section shows how to implement the synchronized communication of programs by a clocked circuit. Here the input and output wires (such as c.In and d .Out) in a hardware normal form are used to convey messages across hardware components within a network. Let ch be a channel name and x a program variable name. The input process ch?x becomes ready to receive a message from the channel ch by raising the flag ch.inready immediately after it starts. It observes the readiness of the partner residing at the other end of the channel ch via the variable ch.outready, and signals the synchronization on ch by rising the flag ch.synch. Once the communication takes place, the variable x will be assigned the data received from the channel ch. For simplicity we assume that the alphabet of ch?x consists of Chan = {ch?, c?, dh!} and Var = {x , y, . . . z } where ch and c are input channel names and dh is an output channel name, and x , y and z are variable names. The target circuit of c?x is shown in Theorem 6, where the start signal sets a latch l to remember that the communication is pending. Once the output partner raises the flag ch.outready signaling its willingness for interaction, the ch.synch signal is issued to indicate that both ends of the channel ch are ready to communicate at that time. After a one clock delay, the circuit stores the value received from the channel ch in the latch x . Theorem 6



(Input)



ch?x v hs, Input(s, ch, x , f ), f i where Input(s, ch, x , f ) represents the network 







l .Delay((s ∨ l ) ∧ ¬ch.outready.In)  & f .Delay((s ∨ l ) ∧ ch.outready.In)     & ch.inready.Out(s ∨ l )      ∃ l :  & ch.synch.Out((s ∨ l ) ∧ ch.outready.In)     & x .Latch((s ∨ l ) ∧ ch.outready.In,     (s ∨ l ) ∧ ch.outready.In ∧ ch.In)  & Idle({c?, dh!}) and def



Idle(Chan) =



&c?∈Chan c.inready.Out(0) & c.synch.Out(0) &d!∈Chan d .outready.Out(0)



Theorem 7 for output is similar to Theorem 6 and can be found in [5].
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The deadlock process stop runs forever with all channels remaining silent. The implementation of stop receives a start pulse from the wire s, and never generates a finish pulse on the output wire f . Theorem 8



(Deadlock process)



Let Chan be the set of channels used by stop. Then 



stop v hs,



f .Delay(0) & Idle(Chan)







, fi



The alternation construct makes a choice on its input guards, and executes one of those guarded statements whose guard becomes ready. Theorem 9 shows an implementation of the alternation construct with two input guards, where the start pulse sets the latch l to indicate that both inputs are pending. The guarded statement is activated once the output partner of its input guard signals its willingness for communication. When both input guards become available simultaneously, the target circuit chooses its first alternative . Theorem 9



(Alternation)



Assume that for i = 1, 2: def



Hi (hi , fi ) = ∃ v i : fi .Delay(Fi ) & Ci If H1 and H2 do not share output wires except latches and delay devices, then: alt[b?x → hh1 , H1 , f1 i,c?y → hh2 , H2 , f2 i] delay t latency1 v ALT(s, b, c, s1 , s2 )    Input(s1 , b, x , h1 ),             Input(s2 , c, y, h2 ),     hs, ∃ s1 , s2 , l , h1 , h2 :  & Merge C1 , C2 , , fi           c.inready.Out(s ∨ l ),        d .inready.Out(s ∨ l ) & f .Delay(F1 ∨ F2 ) where l .Delay((s ∨ l ) ∧ ¬b.outready.In   ∧ ¬c.outready.In)  def   ALT(s, b, c, s1 , s2 ) =  & s1 .Comb((s ∨ l ) ∧ b.outready.In)    & s2 .Comb((s ∨ l ) ∧ c.outready.In  ∧ ¬s1 ) 







Further theorems for time-in and time-out constructs, extensions of the alternation construct with times, and a parallel construct have also been formulated [5].
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6. Conclusion Much further optimization of the resulting circuits could be undertaken compared to the simple compilation scheme presented here. Some of the compilation schemes here could be improved with alternative schemas (each involving a further theorem to be proved). In addition, subsequent optimization using basic Boolean laws has been found to reduce the size of the circuit substantially (typically by up to a half in practice) using a more robust but unverified compiler called Handel-C [11]. This has been used successfully on applications such as video games, selfvalidating sensors, cryptography, string matching, speech processing, video decompression and video motion tracking. A prototype compiler based very directly on the compiling theorems has been developed using the logic programming language Prolog, allowing an extra check on the validity of the theorems [5]. The coding for each clause is of a very similar size and form to the original specification. However, support clauses are also required for constraints, although these can be coded compactly. The subset of Prolog used is relatively pure (e.g., there are no cuts and negation is used very sparingly and only when it is ‘safe’ to do so to maintain the soundness properties). Thus the declarative semantics of Prolog may be assumed to hold and it could be possible to perform a formal proof of the correctness of the Prolog compiler itself. The output from an optimizing compiler will be considerably more difficult to deal with than the simple example presented here. Much further optimization of the resulting circuits could be undertaken. Some of the compilation schemes presented here could be improved. In addition, subsequent optimization using Boolean laws could reduce the size of the circuit substantially (typically by up to a third in practice). This is an area where formal methods [8, 18] might usefully be used to verify more complicated optimization transformations, in which many compilation errors occur in practice. A strategy for handling optimization could be to prove theorems for the same language construct compiled into a number of different hardware circuits. An actual hardware compiler would choose one of these, perhaps depending on whether circuit size of speed is of greatest importance for example. The compiling relation could also be composed with optimizations at the netlist level (similar to machine code level optimizations on a software compiler), which could be proved to respect the refinement ordering. For examples of optimization for software compilation, see [13, 16]. The hardware compilation approach presented here has been used in practice in the commercialization of the Handel-C compiler [11],
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marketed by Embedded Solutions Ltd. However, this language has not been formally specified and proved correct in the manner presented in this paper. The language has a C-like syntax to make it more acceptable in industry, but the semantics is close to that of Occam in practice, including parallel constructs. Xilinx-based FPGA [31] boards are also available as targets for the compiled netlist output. This demonstrates the commercial viability of the hardware compilation approach presented in this paper. Of course, the commercial compiler includes considerably more optimization than the compilation scheme presented here, but it has not been verified. A goal for the future could be to attempt to verify a much more optimized compilation scheme like that used by the Handel-C compiler. For wider use, it may be necessary to interface to Hardware Description Languages (HDLs) in general industrial use such as Verilog and VHDL [7, 9]. There is much interest and research in the area of hardware/software co-design from both the theoretical and the practical point of view [14, 15, 21, 22, 24]. In the future, hardware/software ‘co-compilation’ may become increasingly feasible. A major problem is the decision on the split between hardware and software implementation. Typically it may be best to implement inner loops in hardware (where many programs tend to spend most of their time executing), leaving other lesser used parts in software (e.g., initialization). However, the hardware/software division is normally a difficult engineering decision to ensure good use of resources and it is probable that some guidance from the engineer, perhaps with information on resources issues provided by a tool) will normally be required. The approach presented in this paper may be most applicable in high-integrity systems [8] where correctness is paramount. For example, in safety-critical applications, the non-use of techniques for fault avoidance by engineers (as well as more traditional fault removal techniques such as testing) may even be deemed unethical [4].



Notes



1. Further information relevant to the subject matter of this paper may be found linked from the website of the Centre for Applied Formal Methods:



http://www.cafm.sbu.ac.uk/ 2. For information on the United Nations University Institute for Software Technology (UNU/IIST), see: http://www.unu.iist.edu/
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